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Dear Customer,

Sub: Roller Chains as per ANSI & BS Standard, Engineered Heavy Duty Chains & Sprockets.
Though almost all our customers, Traders are aware of our activities since last over 50 years, yet it gives us
pleasure to introduce ourselves as Authorised Distributors in India and Stockists of prestigious Chains
manufactured by:

JAPAN
(An ISO 9001 Company)
PULTON branded products are being manufactures by PULTON chain co. Inc. Japan with their latest
technology of manufacturing systems to maintain their quality and tensile strength as per ASNI specifications
and covering all the range of Roller chain products like Transmission Roller Chains as per American slandered
and as well as British standard also, Heavy super series Roller chains, Heavy duty offset types chain, Conveyor
chains, Connecting link, Offset link.
These world-renowned manufacturers are equipped with all the state of the art facilities as Research and
Development department itself proves their quality and as we represent the above mentioned renowned
manufacturers of the world and stock only quality goods, we are proud of supplying precision materials to
our customers and during span of over 50 years of our service, we do not remember of having rejection/
return of any materials once delivered.
Please note that in comparison to the non-imported chains including chinese chains, PULTON Japan make
chains are more economical by way of quality & performance, because our supplied PULTON Japan chains
are performing without having any breakdown times of the equipments / machineries. Henceforth PULTON
Japan make chains is well known and accepted brand and are being used in all earthmoving equipments
like Motor Grader, Drills, P& H Shovels, Crawler Cranes, Oil Rigs in the industries of Coal Industries, Oil fields,
Iron Ore Mines, Cement Plants, Power plants, Steel plants and various PSU companies / Govt. of India
undertaking companies like Coal India Ltd. & its subsidiaries., Oil India Ltd., SAIL etc.
Now we hope, you will consider your procurement of chains with the selection of PULTON branded
prestigious quality chains and send your enquiries and orders accordingly.
With our best service we remain,

Thanking You,

Jai Govind Gupta

www.impexearthmovers.com
sales@impexearthmovers.com
mktg@impexearthmovers.com
impex@cal.vsnl.net.in

Remarks:We deal also in earthmoving machineries spares & filters and aurthorised distributor of:

USA

USA

